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Abstract: As sea levels rise, high‐tide floods are becoming more frequent and reaching farther
inland. Hundreds of US coastal communities many of which call Florida home, will soon
face chronic, disruptive flooding that directly affects people's homes, lives, and
properties. Yet property values in most coastal real estate markets do not currently
reflect this risk and most homeowners, communities, and investors are not aware of the
financial losses they may soon face. And federal, state and local policies that, while
originally well intentioned, mask risk and create incentives that reinforce the status quo
or even expose more people and property to risk. The Union of Concerned Scientists’
analysis looks at what's at risk for US coastal real estate from sea level rise—and the
challenges and choices we face now and in the decades to come. In Florida the results
are quite sobering. The presentation will describe the implications of chronic inundation
for Florida (the number of homes, the value of these homes, and their contribution to in
annual property tax revenue) in the next 30 years and at the end of the century.
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